Tenants are looking for flexible access control solutions that allow them to work with what they currently have in place without making major new investments. Our aptiQ™ readers are designed on an open platform and can work with a variety of credential technologies, from PINs to proximity to smart. An NFC-enabled smart phone can also be used.

Benefits of multi-technology readers

With aptiQ multi-technology readers your customers can use either proximity, smart cards or an NFC-enabled smart phone in their existing system. This allows for an easy transition to upgraded technology over time and as budgets allow.

Featured products

1. aptiQ MTK15 multi-technology reader
2. aptiQ smart credential
3. Von Duprin RX99 electrified rim exit device with E996L trim
4. LCN 1460 door closer (not shown)
5. Von Duprin EPT 10 electronic power transfer (not shown)

Ideal for

- Office suites
- Government buildings
- Light commercial buildings
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**Notes**

Consult manufacturer for additional wiring details.

This diagram represents a generic configuration. Custom wiring can be acquired by contacting technical support.